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	Z Library
https://zlibrary.to



Z-Library Project - Search & Download Free Books | ZLibrary
WEBThe website has many books covering various genres, including fiction, non-fiction, textbooks, and research papers. Users can search for books by author, title, or ISBN, …

	Most Popular
Most Popular PDF Book . Try NOW! Most books are stored in the elastic cloud …

	Academic & Education
Download Academic & Education PDF | Zlibrary.to. Upgrade Premium. Most …

	Business & Career
Download Business & Career PDF, Try ZLibrary now! Most books are stored in …

	Health & Fitness
Download Health & Fitness PDF, Try ZLibrary now! Most books are stored in …


	Language
Download Language PDF, Try ZLibrary now! Most books are stored in the …

	Children & Youth
Download Children & Youth PDF, Try ZLibrary now!

	Religion
Download Religion PDF | Zlibrary.to. Upgrade Premium. Most books are …

	Biology
Download Biology PDF, Try ZLibrary now! Most books are stored in the elastic …



See results only from zlibrary.to
	



Reddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/zlibrary/comments/ynomrz



No need for an alternative (a guide to access Z-Lib) : r/zlibrary
WEBAccessible for everyone --- a users for users platform to help and advice those that are visiting Zlibrary. No need for an alternative (a guide to access Z-Lib) There's no need …

Explore further




Z-Library is back from the dead and now offers unique URL …



goodereader.com





How to still access Z-Library : r/zlibrary - Reddit



reddit.com



Recommended to you based on what's popular • Feedback





	



Open Library
https://openlibrary.org



Welcome to Open Library | Open Library
WEBAugust 25, 2023. Open Library is an open, editable library catalog, building towards a web page for every book ever published. Read, borrow, and discover more than 3M books …


Explore further




Free Online Books - Goodreads



goodreads.com





Free eBooks | Project Gutenberg



gutenberg.org



Recommended to you based on what's popular • Feedback





	



Oxford Academic
https://academic.oup.com/library/article-abstract/s4-XVI/1/113/948302



MEDIEVAL PARCHMENT-MAKING | The Library | Oxford Academic
WEBJun 1, 1935 · MEDIEVAL PARCHMENT-MAKING. DANIEL V. THOMPSON. The Library, Volume s4-XVI, Issue 1, June 1935, Pages 113–117, https://doi.org/10.1093/library/s4 …


	



z-library.se
https://z-library.se



Z-Library – the world’s largest e-book library. Your gateway to ...
WEBMost Popular. See More >> To build up a library is to create a life. It’s never just a random collection of books. — Z-Library – the world’s largest e-book library. Your gateway to …


	



Parchment Community Library
https://parchmentlibrary.biblionix.com/catalog



Catalog — Parchment Community Library
WEBWelcome to the Parchment Community Library Catalog! The Library is open to the public. HOURS: 9-7 Mon, Tue, & Wed; 9-5 Thu & Fri; 9-1 Sat. Curbside service is available. …


	



Anna's Archive
https://annas-archive.org



Anna’s Archive
WEBWe scrape and open-source Z-Lib, Internet Archive Lending Library, DuXiu, and more. 📈 30,702,128 books, 99,901,919 papers — preserved forever. Learn more… 📚 The largest …


	



Oxford Academic
https://academic.oup.com/library



The Library | Oxford Academic
WEBThe Library is the journal of the Bibliographical Society. For more than a hundred years it has been the pre-eminent UK scholarly journal for the study of bibliography and of the …


	



libgenesis.net
https://libgenesis.net



Library Genesis - eBooks library. Download books free
WEBLibrary Genesis, commonly known as Libgen, is a pivotal figure in the world of free knowledge dissemination. By acting as a comprehensive digital library, Libgen has …


	



Project Gutenberg
https://www.gutenberg.org



Free eBooks | Project Gutenberg
WEBProject Gutenberg is a library of over 70,000 free eBooks. Choose among free epub and Kindle eBooks, download them or read them online. You will find the world’s great …
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Z-Library
Shadow library project

Z-Library is a shadow library project for file-sharing access to scholarly journal articles, academic texts and general-interest books. It began as a mirror of Library Genesis, but has since expanded …



singlelogin.re



Wikipedia
Wikipedia


Most downloaded books from Z-Library





This book is the first in the popular fantasy series by J.K. Rowling, and has a wide appeal across ages and genres. It has been downloaded over 1.5 million times from Z-Library.
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Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone



This book is a self-help bestseller by Mark Manson, that offers a frank and humorous advice on how to deal with life's challenges. It has been downloaded over 1.2 million times from Z-Library.
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The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck: A Counterintuitive Approach to Living a Good Life



This book is a personal finance classic by Robert Kiyosaki, that advocates financial literacy and independence. It has been downloaded over 1 million times from Z-Library.
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Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not!



This book is the first in the dystopian trilogy by Suzanne Collins, that follows the survival of a teenage girl in a televised death match. It has been downloaded over 800,000 times from Z-Library.
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The Hunger Games



This book is a business and self-improvement guide by Stephen R. Covey, that outlines seven principles for achieving personal and professional goals. It has been downloaded over 700,000 times from Z-Library.
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The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Personal Change




Type of siteDigital library, file sharing



RegistrationOptional (required for certain features)



Current statusActive



Native client(s) onAndroid, Windows



Content licenseHosts material without regard to copyright





Observed as a shadow library project, its activities are considered illegal in some jurisdictions. Out of many Z-library domains, some of which have been blocked by domain registry operators.




the-next-tech.com


The domain Z-library describes itself as “the world’s largest ebook library” and “the world’s largest scientific articles store.”




To be precise, there’s an entire catalog of multiple languages available in one click.


onlinegeeks.net


Z library offers a multilingual variety of books to let the users have access to books in numerous languages ranging from German to Chinese.




[3] [25] Besides sharing ebooks, Z-Library plans to expand their offerings to include physical paperback books, at dedicated "Z-Points" around the globe, as well. [26]


en.wikipedia.org


On February 11, 2023, Z-Library returned to the regular Internet through private personal domains created from accounts on the platform.
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